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At thirty years old Naomi Cambell still rules the fashion world, setting runaways and magazine
covers ablaze with sophisticated, sultry style that, even after seventeen years in the business,
continues to make her a media star with international appeal. This book features brilliant images,
including recent unpublished photographs, by top fashion photographers coupled with insightful
commentary by leading fashion designers, photographers, and entertainment figures who explain
the power and allure of this international icon.
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Truely a work of ART cover to Cover ... AND every single page in between. BE FORWARNED
...MOST people will only see pornography and would not be appropriate for a Southern coffeetable
or ANYWHERE that small minded people (or children) might pick up and judge YOU rather than
their own ignorance.

All the pictures are of high quality.The layout is great. There is also an interview with Naomi.A book
you would treasure for years.

By putting this book together with taste and great fun, N. demonstrates she is a brainy & nice lady.
She also seems to be such a prima donna (in the best sense of the expression, really, that is
deserving it) that she defies the more mundane categories of talent & beauty -- she really creates

herself with determination &, I think, a huge dose of humor. This book is as pleasant an experience
to read/look at than looking from time to time at a favorite painting on the wall of a museum. I don't
think it will ever age and that it can illuminate an otherwise dull day.

I bought this book for my niece. She's an aspiring model. Since her early childhood she's felt a
connection to modeling and with the fame Naomi has achieved. This book is great!! This is my
second purchase. The first one I got at a Nordstroms or Saks about 10 or so years ago. The photos
are spectacular

The pictures are amazing especially if you love Naomi.

this book let's you look at naomi in ways you have never seen befor and shows you why she earns
tens of thousands strutting on the runway. Twenty dollars is a very cheap price to see her the way
you will in this book
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